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Introduction: The conversion of natural habitats to agricultural systems is one of the

main global threats to bats. Here, we aimed to develop a systematic mapping to

identify publication trends and research gaps in studying bats and agricultural systems.

Methods:We reviewed 309 studies published between 1990 and 2021 that sampled

bats in agricultural systems or evaluated the effect of these systems on these animals.

Results: We found that most studies were conducted in the Palearctic and

Neotropical regions (55.3%) and forest biomes (66.0%). Grassland-cropland

systems (50.2%) and forest plantations that do not require cutting during the

extraction of their products (47.9%) were more studied than forest plantations that

require cutting (19.7%). Additionally, acoustic recordings (41.1%) andmist nets (34.3%)

were the primary sampling methods used, with few studies combining these

methods (7.1%). Also, most studies were conducted on a local scale (77.7%). The

number of landscape-scale studies was smaller (34.3%) and concentrated in the

Palearctic region (39.6%). Most studies assessed how agricultural systems affect

biodiversity (62.1%). However, the phylogenetic and functional dimensions and b-

diversity were little explored, with 2.5% and 23.3% of the biodiversity studies,

respectively. Of the proposed mitigation measures, the most cited was including

natural/semi-natural/potential bat habitats in cultivated landscapes (59.5%).

Discussion: In summary, our findings highlight the need for attention to the

Afrotropic and Indo-Malaysia regions; predominantly non-forested biomes;

plantations that require cutting during the extraction of their products; combined

use of different sampling methods, as well as other methods as telemetry; use of

multiple biodiversity descriptors and others biological descriptors, such as ecological

services; landscape-scale studies and the role of conservation policies in promoting

their conservation and raising awareness of their importance among producers and

local communities. Filling these knowledge gaps is necessary to understand the

factors influencing bat survival in cultivated landscapes. This is the only way to

develop management and conservation strategies in these landscapes.

KEYWORDS

bat sampling, Chiroptera, communities, ecological indices, guilds, global regions,
mitigations, scale
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1 Introduction

Agricultural systems have already replaced millions of hectares

of native vegetation in the world (Food and Agriculture

Organization, 2020a; Potapov et al., 2022). This conversion

changed the structure (e.g., canopy cover) and composition (e.g.,

plant species present) of local vegetation, and transformed the

landscape into a patchy mosaic where the original habitat has

become fragmented or reduced (Wiegand et al., 2005; Fischer and

Lindenmayer, 2007; May et al., 2019). These changes decrease the

availability of shelter and food resources, thus affecting animals’

presence, abundance, and behavior (Gibson et al., 2011; Tuck et al.,

2014; Newbold et al., 2020; Outhwaite et al., 2022). For bats, for

example, the conversion of natural habitats to agricultural systems

represent one of the main global threats to their conservation (Frick

et al., 2019).

Bats provide several ecological services which are beneficial in

both natural and anthropogenic habitats (Boyles et al., 2013;

Castillo-Figueroa, 2020; Regolin et al., 2020). Some of these

services are directly related to the productivity of agricultural

systems (e.g., pollination, pest control), while others are related

with the restoration of degraded habitats (e.g., seed dispersal) that

appear as a consequence of the establishment of plantations,

grasslands or croplands (Frick et al., 2019; Castillo-Figueroa,

2020). Previous studies show that bats’ responses to habitat

conversion can vary according to the type of the original habitat

replaced (Carballo-Morales et al., 2021), type of agricultural systems

that replaces it (Law et al., 2016; Farneda et al., 2020; Carballo-

Morales et al., 2021) and the intensity of management (Park, 2015;

Williams-Guillén et al., 2016). Furthermore, bat responses are

influenced by their traits such as their diet, wing shape, body

mass, and echolocation type (Garcıá-Morales et al., 2013; Farneda

et al., 2020; Loeb, 2020; Mendes and Srbek-Araujo, 2021). Due to

this variability, it is necessary to understand the consequences of

replacing natural environments with agricultural systems, filling

existing knowledge gaps. This represents a crucial initial step in the

development of effective mitigation strategies to ensure the

preservation of the ecosystem services provided by these animals

(Aizpurua et al., 2018; Ongole et al., 2018; Costa et al., 2020;

Charbonnier et al., 2021).

Bat responses to the presence of plantation or the conversion of

their habitats to agricultural systems have been partially reviewed in

previous studies (e.g., Park, 2015; Williams-Guillén et al., 2016;

Frick et al., 2019). However, most of these reviews are focused on a

particular group of bats (e.g., Aziz et al., 2016; Law et al., 2016;

Carballo-Morales et al., 2021), country or geographical region (e.g.,

Maas et al., 2016; Meyer et al., 2016; Farneda et al., 2020; Carballo-

Morales et al., 2021). Therefore, such studies do not provide a clear

overall picture of current research publication trends and potential

knowledge gaps, nor identify general future research venues. Here,

we employ a systematic mapping approach which aims to describe

the publication trends and find potential gaps in existing literature,

allowing to identify aspects of a particular research question that are

still missing additional empirical research (James et al., 2016).

Particularly, we focus on the research performed on bats and

agricultural systems, evaluating the geographic regions that have
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been studied, the methods used, the research objectives, and the

proposed mitigation strategies for.
2 Materials and methods

2.1 Systematic search

We systematically reviewed in three databases (Google Scholar,

Web of Science and SCOPUS). Data collection was carried out in

June 2020 and updated in August 2021. We did not add year of

publication restriction to searches. We search for the following

keywords and their variations in all studies fields: “bat”,

“Chiroptera”, “farming”, “farm”, “farmland”, “plantation”,

“planting”, “sylviculture”, “silviculture”, “agriculture”, “forestry”,

“crop”, “agroforestry” (Supplementary Table 1). This initial search

resulted in 16,842 records. We screened the title and abstract of each

study, and retained those studies that followed these eligibility

criteria: 1) were written in English; 2) were peer-reviewed

scientific articles; and 3) included sampling of bats in agricultural

systems or considered the effect of agricultural systems on bats.

Here we define agricultural systems as areas cultivated by humans

for the purpose of commercial production and subsequent sale and

which encompass areas cultivated with crops, forestry, groves, and

grassland (for more details see Curveira-Santos et al., 2021). Thus,

we also included cultivated pastures (grassland) used locally to feed

livestock, analyzing this type of agriculture system together with

croplands (hereinafter simply grassland-cropland system), since

both systems do not present vertical/arboreal strata. Finally,

review studies and studies that mixed the effects of the

agricultural system considered by us with other land uses, so that

it was not possible to know which disturbance the bats were

responding to, or mixed the response of bats with other

organisms, so that it was not possible to know what was the

response of the bats to the analyzed variables, were excluded. In a

second stage, we excluded duplicates and assessed the eligibility of

studies by screening the entire text, using the same criteria described

above. The flowchart in Figure 1 illustrates the procedure applied

for article screening, that was built according to the PRISMA

(Preferred Reported Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-

Analyses statement; Moher et al., 2009). After following these

steps, we retained a total of 309 publications, which are listed in

Supplementary Table 2.
2.2 Data analysis

We extracted the following information from the selected studies:

1) publication year; 2) region where the study was conducted, namely:

Australasia, Afrotropic, Indo-Malaysia, Nearctic, Neotropics, and

Palearctic (following the Ecoregions2017©Resolve, available in

ecoregions2017.appspot.com); 3) structure type of the original

biome, as defined by Dinerstein et al. (2017): predominantly

forested, and predominantly non-forested; 4) type of agricultural

systems sampled: grassland-cropland (agricultural systems that do

not present vertical/arboreal strata; i.e., are herbaceous or shrubby),
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forest plantation that require cutting during the extraction of its

products (tree-dominated plantations where product extraction leads

to the cutting of trees), forest plantation that does not require cutting

during the extraction of its products (tree-dominated plantations

where product extraction does not lead to the cutting of trees); 5)

focal taxa (species or group of bats studied); 6) sampling method; 7)

spatial scale of the study (local: studies conducted within of the

agricultural systems and studies comparing habitats; landscape:

studies related to an area and studies comparing landscapes); 8)

predictors used to assess the effect of agricultural systems (e.g.,

comparison between types of agricultural systems, comparison

between agricultural systems and natural/semi-natural area, use of

agrochemicals, percentage of cultivated area in the landscape); 9)

biological descriptors used in the study (e.g., biodiversity, ecological

services, mortality); 10) biodiversity descriptor of the groups of bats

studied (e.g., species richness, taxonomic diversity, total abundance)

and; 11) proposals for mitigating the impact of agricultural systems

on bats. For more details see the Supplementary Table 3. We

quantified studies (n) in each of these categories; however, when a

study fell into more than one category, it was counted in all categories

to which it belonged. Also, in some situations we refer to cases, which

were different situations evaluated within the studies. For example,

the same study that compares abundance and richness between two

different types of agricultural systems and between agricultural

systems and other land uses, has four cases (one comparing

abundance between different types of agricultural systems, one

comparing abundance between agricultural systems and another

land use, one comparing richness between different types of
Frontiers in Ecology and Evolution 03
agricultural systems, and lastly, one comparing richness between

agricultural system and another land use). Likewise, four different

studies comparing abundance between different types of agricultural

systems also constituted four different cases.
3 General characteristics of studies in
agricultural systems

The systematic review resulted in 309 studies (Figures 1, 2;

Supplementary Table 2) that either used empirical data of bat

collected from agricultural systems or that considered the effect of

these agricultural systems on bats. These studies were published

between 1990 and 2021 and showed an increasing publication rate

over the years (r² = 0.78; p<0.001; Figure 2). However, our data

revealed an unequal geographic distribution of knowledge across

the globe (Figure 3A). The Palearctic (n = 89) and Neotropical (n =

82) regions concentrated most of the studies (55.3% of total),

followed by Indo-Malaysia (n = 43, 13.9%), Nearctic (n = 38,

12.3%), Afrotropic (n = 35, 11.3%), and Australasia (n = 22,

7.1%; Figure 3A). Each region has unique characteristics, such as

climate, species diversity, and economic development, which can

impact how bat communities are affected by agricultural systems

(Williams-Guillén et al., 2016; Frick et al., 2019; Outhwaite et al.,

2022). For example, in cases comparing abundance, richness, and

taxonomic diversity between natural/semi-natural habitats and

agricultural systems or assessing the effect of the presence/amount

of the cultivated area on these descriptors, most communities and

individuals across all regions did not respond to the presence/

amount of the agricultural systems (66.3% of 1779 cases). However,

cases that respond significantly revealing that communities and

individuals were negatively affected by the presence of agricultural

systems, are best represented in the Australasia, Indo-Malaysia,

Nearctic and Palearctic regions (88.5% of 61 cases, 79.6% of 49

cases, 58.6% of 29 cases, and 52.4% of 206 cases, respectively). In the

Afrotropics and Neotropics, most studies show positive responses

to the agriculture systems (81.4% of 43 cases and 58.3% of 211 cases,

respectively). This means that knowledge acquired in one region

may not apply to other areas, so is it is essential to study all regions.

However, some regions (Neotropics, Afrotropic and Indo-

Malaysia) are considered a priority for bat conservation due to

their high bat diversity and prevalence of endemic, threatened, or

poorly studied species (Frick et al., 2019). Despite this, our analysis

found that only the Neotropics received significant attention.

Therefore, it is crucial to increase efforts to understand the

impact of agricultural systems on bat populations in the less

studied regions of Afrotropic and Indo-Malaysia.

Most studies (n = 204, 66.0%) were carried out in

predominantly forested biomes, while only 31.7% (n = 98) were

carried out in predominantly non-forested biomes (Figure 3B,

Supplementary Table 3). Additionally, among the 128 studies that

examined the impact of the presence of natural/semi-natural

habitats on bats in agricultural systems or compared bats in

agricultural systems with those in natural/semi-natural habitats,

only 27 studies investigated non-forested habitats (e.g., flooded and
FIGURE 1

PRISMA flowchart of the systematic review of studies focusing on
bats that were sampled in agricultural systems or that evaluate the
effect of these agricultural systems on bats.
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natural fields), while 118 studies focused on forested habitats. Bats

are often forest dependent organisms (Meyer et al., 2016; Williams-

Guillén et al., 2016; Mendes and Srbek-Araujo, 2021), which may

explain the bias in the type of habitats and biomes that have been

studied more often. However, the presence of non-forested habitats

in the landscape can also influence bat communities, acting as
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complementary habitats for resource and movement (Lentini et al.,

2012; Weier et al., 2018; Muñoz et al., 2019; Carvalho et al., 2021).

Indeed, of the 27 studies that considered non-forested natural/semi-

natural habitats, 20 showed the effect of these natural areas on bats

present in agricultural ecosystems, with 13 of these indicate positive

effects (e.g., Taylor et al., 2011; Rodrıǵuez-San Pedro et al., 2019;
A

B C

FIGURE 3

Distribution of studies published worldwide in which bats were sampled in agricultural systems or that evaluate the effect of these agricultural
systems on bats, according to the (A) global regions, (B) type of structure of the original biomes, and (C) types of agricultural systems.
FIGURE 2

Worldwide distribution of studies published in which bats were sampled in agricultural systems or that assess the effect of these agricultural
systems on bats. The circles on the map indicate the number of studies per country and the colors demarcate the global regions, according to
Ecoregions2017©Resolve (available in ecoregions2017.appspot.com). The green bars in the graph (lower left side of the map) represent the number
of studies published per year and the curve shaded in green represents the cumulative number of published studies.
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Carvalho et al., 2020). Replacing non-forested habitats with

agricultural systems can change the dynamics of these landscapes,

which in turn might have a negative on bat diversity and activity

(see Weier et al., 2018; Muñoz et al., 2019; Rodrıǵuez-San Pedro

et al., 2019; Carvalho et al., 2020). Thus, further studies

investigating the replacement of these habitats with agricultural

systems are needed.

Not all types of agricultural systems have been equally studied

(Figure 3C; Supplementary Table 3). Grassland-cropland systems

(e.g., soybean, rice, cultivated pasture) have been studied more often

than others (n = 155, 50.2%). Most of the studies on this type of

agricultural system took place in vineyards (n = 25, 16.1%), corn

fields (n = 22, 14.2%) and rice (n = 21, 13.5%). Globally, cultivated

areas are mainly represented by this type of agricultural systems

(Food and Agriculture Organization, 2020a), which may explain

our result. However, despite forest plantations representing a small

percentage of the world’s cultivated area, the number of studies

conducted in forest plantations that do not require cutting (e.g.,

agroforestry, orchards, oil palm; n = 148, 47.9%) is comparable to

the number of studies in grassland-cropland systems. Most of the

studies on this type of agricultural system took place in banana

plantations (n = 32, 21.6%), shaded cafe (n = 27, 18.2%) and cacao

(n = 22, 14.9%). Forest plantations may represent permeable

matrices for bats or even work as complementary habitat for

these organisms, while grassland-cropland systems may represent

the opposite (Kunz and Lumsden, 2003; Law et al., 2016; Meyer

et al., 2016; Williams-Guillén et al., 2016). Of the cases that

compared abundance, richness, and taxonomic diversity between

natural/semi-natural habitats and agricultural systems, most of

those who responded significantly found negative effects of

grassland-cropland systems and forest plantations on these

descriptors. However, the percentage of studies that responded

negatively to grassland-cropland systems (81.1% of 106 cases) is

higher than those that responded to forest plantations (57.3% of 293

cases). In addition, even within forest plantations, the differences

between plantations that require cutting for the extraction of their

products (e.g., acacia, eucalyptus, heart of palm) and those that do

not require cutting can be relevant. This occurs because in the latter

case, the forest structure is generally maintained all the time, while

in plantations that require cutting, mainly in a short-time rotation

system, the matrix or habitat can change from a permeable matrix

and/or suitable habitat to a matrix that can even be very limiting to

bat movements (Stephens and Wagner, 2007; Zhang and Stanturf,

2008; Law et al., 2016). We also found that negative relationships

between abundance, richness, or taxonomic diversity were reported

more often in forest plantations that require cutting (87.9% of 78

cases) than on those that do not require cutting (48.5% of 204

cases). However, forest plantations that require cutting was the least

studied (n = 61, 19.7%), with most studies focusing on pine (n = 29,

47.5%) and eucalyptus (n = 23, 37.7%) plantations. With the

representation of these plantations in the world’s cultivated area

increasing in recent years (Food and Agriculture Organization,

2020b), there is a growing need for a better understanding of the

potential impact this type of agricultural systems can have on bats.

The Neotropical region had the highest number of studies in

predominantly forest biomes (n = 65, 31.9%; Supplementary Table 3)
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and in forest plantations that do not require cutting (n = 48, 33.1%;

Supplementary Table 3) when compared to other global regions. This

region has a larger area covered originally by forested biomes than by

non-forested biomes (Ecoregions2017©Resolve; ecoregions2017.

appspot.com), which may explain this difference. Furthermore, it

has already been found in other reviews (e.g., Meyer et al., 2016;

Williams-Guillén et al., 2016), that the Neotropics have many studies

on agroforestry, included here as forest plantations that do not

require cutting, which may be driving this pattern. Agroforestry,

which can maintain the structural complexity of native forests, has

been found to mitigate the negative effects of agricultural systems

(Williams-Guillén et al., 2016). Therefore, it is important to conduct

studies on this type of plantation in other regions as well. The

Palearctic leads in studies in predominantly non-forest biomes (n =

32, 32.7%; Supplementary Table 3), in grassland-cropland systems

(n = 57, 37.3%; Supplementary Table 3) and forest plantations that

require cutting (n = 28, 43.8%; Supplementary Table 3) compared to

other global regions. In addition to being the region with more

studies, the Palearctic has the largest area of originally non-forested

biome (Ecoregions2017©Resolve; ecoregions2017.appspot.com), and

of grassland-cropland cultivated areas (Food and Agriculture

Organization, 2020a).
4 Methodologies of collecting data

Twenty data collection methods were used in the studies

reviewed (Figure 4; Supplementary Table 3). Most studies

sampled bats with either acoustic recorders (n = 127, 41.1%) or

mist nets (n = 106, 34.3%). Acoustics were mainly used in the

Palearctic region (n = 61, 48.0%) while mist nets were used mainly

in the Neotropics (n = 55, 51.9%). Using exclusively one of these

methods can lead to sampling bias, as acoustic recordings perform

better at recording insectivorous bats that echolocate, while mist

nets are a more effective method for capturing bats that are unable

to avoid interception traps (MacSwiney-G et al., 2008; Yoh et al.,
FIGURE 4

Distribution of studies published worldwide in which bats were
sampled in agricultural systems or that evaluate the effect of these
agricultural systems on bats, according to the sampling methods.
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2020; Appel et al., 2021; Carvalho et al., 2023). Ultimately, this can

lead to an incorrect interpretation of the results found. For example,

Heer et al. (2015) compared forest fragments with rubber-cacao

plantations and found that the species richness recorded with

acoustics did not differ between these habitats, while the number

of species was higher in forest fragments when considering only the

species sampled with mist nets. Thus, an approach combining

several sampling methods, such as mist nets and acoustic

recorders, would be ideal to reduce the risk of sampling bias for

certain bat groups and, thus, gain a better understanding of their

response to replacement of natural areas with agricultural systems

(MacSwiney-G et al., 2008; Appel et al., 2021; Carvalho et al., 2023).

Another option would be to combine mist nets with harp-traps or

with captures in roost (e.g., Flaquer et al., 2007; Pech-Canche et al.,

2011; Xavier et al., 2018; Appel et al., 2021). Among the selected

studies, 33 (10.7%) combine various bat sampling methods, with 24

of them using one of the aforementioned combinations.

Bat roosts were used in 75 studies (24.3%), of which 27 were

intended to study the roosts themselves and 48 studies used roosts

to capture bats or collect information about them (e.g.,

ectoparasites, guano for food diet studies). Roost captures

facilitate sampling of high-flying bats, that are not often caught in

interception traps (e.g., mist nets, harp traps). This is very

important to enrich acoustic databases that can help understand

the consequences of agricultural systems on bats (Taylor et al.,

2013). The fourth most used method was telemetry (n = 33, 10.7%).

Telemetry is crucial for understanding bat behavior and ecology,

including their habitat selection and home range (Clerc et al., 2021).

New technologies that make telemetry less costly and more suitable

for different bat species may increase its general use in research

(O’Mara et al., 2014). The fifth most used method was the collection

of guano of bats (n = 28, 9.1%), a method mainly associated with

foraging studies (diet composition, diversity, richness and selection)

and ecological services and disservices. Harp traps were used only in

14 studies (4.5%). Studies that used an experimental approach (n =

12, 3.9%) had the main objective of evaluating ecological services.

Capture by gunshot was mentioned in one study; however, it is

important to note that this approach raises ethical concerns, and we

strongly advise against its use. Other methods, such as seed traps,

camera traps, mathematical simulations, and interviews, were also

rarely used. Studies based on information obtained from databases,

literature and museum collections were used to complement the

collected data or for macroecological studies.
5 Studied groups of bats

Certain bat groups (e.g., guilds and taxa) and species may have

different responses to landscape changes (Farneda et al., 2020; Loeb,

2020; Carballo-Morales et al., 2021; Mendes and Srbek-Araujo,

2021). Thus, the choice of bat group will influence the results of the

studies, being important consider the communities and subgroups

or functional characteristics of these communities when evaluating

the effects of agricultural systems on bats to plan conservation

strategies in cultivated areas. Most studies are described as being

developed at the community level (n = 167, 54.0%; Supplementary
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Table 3). However, although these studies claim to assess the whole

community, some of these focused on a particular taxon. This is

mainly due to the methods used which are often selective and bias

sampling towards some species. Some of these studies (n = 79), for

example, are focused on insectivores by using acoustic recording as

the only methods sampling, including in the Neotropics where

insectivorous bats are not predominant.

Single species are the second most common focal taxa studied

(n = 157, 50.8%). This type of study tend to focus on behavior,

hunting, abundance, contamination, populations, ecological

services and disservices and, in nine of these studies, a single

species was used to represent a guild (based on body mass and

use of space). The third most common focal taxa was the trophic

guilds (n = 66, 21.4%), with studies of this type being conducted

mainly in the Neotropics (n = 30, 45.5%). Diet or trophic level are

recurrently evaluated in the Neotropics, as bats have a diverse diet

in this region (Kalko et al., 1996; Kalko, 1998; Kalka et al., 2008;

Kunz et al., 2011). In addition, diet reflects other important

characteristics in bats, such as taxonomic group, morphological

characteristics and type of echolocation (Jones et al., 2013; Castillo-

Figueroa and Pérez-Torres, 2021; Potter et al., 2021). Other types of

guilds were also studied (n = 36, 10.7%), mainly those based on the

use of space (bats classified as open, closed or edge foragers; n = 20).

In addition, six studies classified bats by their foraging strategy

(aerial or gleaners), two by echolocation parameters, four by

specialization in habitat use (foraging, general use and roost), two

differentiated bats as rare and dominant, two used size and body

mass and one used maneuverability.
6 Scales and predictors used

Most studies were carried out on a local scale, comparing two

distinct habitats (n = 135, 43.7%; Supplementary Table 3). The

analyzes carried out on this scale show significant responses in

39.4% of cases. The second most common type was the studies on a

local scale carried out only within of some agricultural systems (n =

128, 41.4%), with the analyzes made in this scale presenting

significant responses in 36.4% of the cases. Landscape studies

relating to an area were the third most common (n = 94, 30.4%),

with few analyzes made on this scale showing significant responses

(14.1%). Lastly, a few studies compared landscapes (n = 14, 4.5%)

and found significant responses in 41.8% of cases. The scale at

which bat populations are being studied is crucial, since some

variables may affect bats on one scale but not on another. For

example, Pina et al. (2013) found that bat composition changes with

the amount of eucalyptus plantation in the landscape, but it is

similar when locally comparing eucalyptus plantations with forest

patches in Cerrado (Brazilian savanna) landscapes. Furthermore,

bat responses on one scale may be influenced by variables acting at

another scale (e.g., Herrera et al., 2016; Mendes et al., 2017;

Schoeman and Monadjem, 2018; Luz et al., 2020). For example,

in studies that consider the local scale and compare natural habitats

with agricultural systems, bat responses to agriculture systems may

vary according to the proximity to natural forest habitats or the

amount of these habitats in the landscape (Park, 2015; Meyer et al.,
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2016). Despite this, only 38 studies (12.3%) evaluated both local and

landscape scales simultaneously. Therefore, to better understand

how agricultural systems affect bats, further studies are needed

incorporating multiple scales of analysis, when possible.

In addition to the importance of carrying out more studies on

more than one scale, using an appropriate size scale for these studies

is also essential. When examining the most used scale size,

specifically the circular buffer with a radius of 1000 m (842 cases),

bats exhibited a significant response to the variable in question in

9.4% of cases. The other scale sizes used in more than ten studies

(500, 2000, 3000, and 5000 m radius circular buffer, 422 to 486

cases) had similar percentages (from 7.1% to 13.6%). Studies that

use scales size relative to the home range of bats (126 cases) are the

exception, as bats responded significantly to the analyzed variables

in 75.4% of cases. Based on our findings, it is plausible that the ideal

size of a study area is relative to the home range of the bats under

investigation. However, determining the home range of all species

in a community can be challenging. Furthermore, it is essential to

consider factors such as seasonality that can impact bat home range

size (Meyer et al., 2016; Peixoto et al., 2018). Thus, we consider that

studies using multiple scale sizes are of higher value to understand

how variables in cultivated landscapes will affect bat communities

(Gonthier et al., 2014). An alternative would be to compare

landscapes. For example, Rodrıǵuez-San Pedro et al. (2021)

compared vineyard farms adjacent to natural habitats with

vineyard farms neighboring cultivated habitats and showed that

taxonomic diversity and total insectivore foraging activity were

similar between these landscapes. Still, the foraging activity of

Lasiurus varius, Lasiurus villosissimus, and Myotis chiloensis was

higher in vineyard farms adjacent to cultivated habitats (Rodrıǵuez-

San Pedro et al., 2021). Shapiro and Bordignon (2014) found higher

richness, evenness, and taxonomic diversity and lower abundance

in fragmented Cerrado surrounded by small agricultural matrix

fields when compared to fragmented Cerrado surrounded by urban

matrix. Also, Faria et al. (2006) and Faria and Baumgarten (2007)

found greater taxonomic richness of bats in shade cocoa plantations

within well-preserved landscapes with a higher amount of forest

compared to isolated shade cocoa plantations within less conserved

landscapes. These studies aimed to compare cultivated landscapes

with matrices of different cover qualities or to compare more

preserved landscapes (e.g., with a higher amount of natural

habitat) with less preserved landscapes. These studies constitute a

qualitative way of evaluating patch and matrix contrast in the first

case and the amount of land use in the second case. They may be

helpful ways to assess the effects of agricultural systems on bat

communities at the landscape scale.

Our analysis found a relatively even distribution of studies

conducted at various scales, except for those comparing landscapes,

which were fewer in number (Supplementary Table 3). However,

when considering global regions, notable biases in research efforts

emerged (Supplementary Table 3). The Afrotropic and Australasia

regions had limited studies across all scales, highlighting the need

for more comprehensive studies in these regions. The Nearctic

region would benefit from additional studies incorporating

reference habitats. In the Indo-Malaysia region, studies should

focus on enhancing our understanding of plantation landscapes
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and studies incorporating reference habitats. Similarly, the

Neotropics would benefit from more comprehensive studies

examining the impacts of cultivated landscapes on bats.
6.1 Predictors used in local scale

Most studies carried out on a local scale and comparing two

distinct habitats, compared agricultural systems with natural/semi-

natural habitats (n = 106, 78.5%; Supplementary Table 3). These

studies were mostly performed in the Neotropics (n = 50, 47.2%;

Supplementary Table 3), region where the high availability of

natural environments facilitate this type of comparisons (Food

and Agriculture Organization, 2020b). Although the Palearctic

region had the highest number of total studies, the highly

urbanized and developed landscape limits the number of

comparisons that can be made between natural habitats and

agricultural systems (Park, 2015; Food and Agriculture

Organization, 2020b). In addition to comparisons between

agricultural systems and natural/semi-natural habitats,

comparisons were also made between two types of agricultural

systems (n = 63, 46.7%) and between other land uses (e.g., urban

area, pasture) and agricultural systems (n = 29, 21.5%). Comparing

different types of agricultural systems can provide valuable insights

into the effects of different management practices on bats and, thus,

help create strategies to balance biodiversity conservation and crop

production (e.g., Barré et al., 2017; Froidevaux et al., 2017;

McFadden and Dirzo, 2018; Chaiyarat et al., 2020). For example,

we found that among the selected studies, there are more cases

(81.1% of 106 cases) reporting significant negative effects of

grassland-cropland systems on abundance, species richness, and

diversity compared to forest plantations (57.3% of 293 cases). This

indicates that forest plantations maintain a higher structural

complexity that is less detrimental to bat communities. On the

other hand, comparing different land uses can provide valuable

insights into the specific anthropogenic changes that pose the

greatest threat to bats, thereby enabling targeted efforts to

mitigate these impacts (Frick et al., 2019). Here, we found a

higher percentage (65.2% of 92 cases) of significant negative

responses in terms of abundance, species richness, and diversity

to agricultural systems when compared to other land uses, such as

urban areas and pastures. This suggests that agricultural systems

may have a more pronounced impact on bat communities,

highlighting the need for specific attention to mitigate their effects.

We identified 10 different types of predictors used in studies in

local scale carried out within the agricultural systems

(Supplementary Table 3). Most these studies (n = 37, 28.9%)

assessed structure and/or composition of the agricultural systems

(e.g., basal area, canopy cover, vegetation height, presence of water)

and abiotic variables (e.g., rain, seasonality, humidity) appear as the

second most used type of predictors (n = 25, 19.5%). Bats were also

used as predictors of ecological services and disservices (n = 25,

19.5%). The direct effect of agricultural pests on bats was also

evaluated (n = 6, 4.7%), and a few studies have also evaluated how

the vegetative/reproductive stage of the plantation affects bats (n =

5, 3.9%). Despite the importance of knowing how these parameters
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of agricultural systems affect bats, the analysis of some variables,

such as structural complexity and vegetation composition, are only

meaningful when compared to reference habitats (Park, 2015;

Meyer et al., 2016). In addition, 34 studies (26.6%) carried out

within agricultural systems were only descriptive and did not test

descriptors such as biodiversity, foraging, and home range with any

predictors of the agriculture systems (e.g., abiotic variables,

composition of the plantation). These studies represent 23.3%

(n = 10) and 21.1% (n = 8) of the studies on bats and croplands

published in Indo-Malaysia and Nearctic, respectively. Thus, it is

necessary, mainly in these regions, to test hypotheses and use

control habitats , especial ly natural ones, to enhance

our understanding and conservation efforts for bats in

agricultural systems.
6.2 Predictors used in landscape scale

Landscape studies are of crucial importance for this highly mobile

taxon, as they provide valuable insights on how the surrounding

composition and configuration influence these species in their

habitats (Meyer et al., 2016; Peixoto et al., 2018; Schoeman and

Monadjem, 2018; Outhwaite et al., 2022). We identified 15 different

predictors at this scale, most these studies have examined the presence/

amount of agricultural systems on bat populations within a particular

landscape (n = 79, 84.0%; Supplementary Table 3). In contrast, only 26

studies (27.7%) have examined the presence/amount of natural/semi-

natural habitat, and 22 studies (23.4%) have examined the presence/

amount of other land uses in the landscape (Supplementary Table 3).

Therefore, even in the Palearctic, where the number of landscape

studies is the largest (43.7%) compared to other regions, there is still a

scarcity of research on how the presence/amount of natural/semi-

natural habitats and other land uses (e.g., urban areas, roads, managed

forests) in landscapes with some agricultural systems impact bat

populations. We also found studies that took into consideration the

landscape configuration (e.g., distance to some landscape elements,

such as linear elements, water, buildings; landscape complexity;

isolation/connectivity/fragmentation). These studies were scarcer (n =

27, 28.7%) and more concentrated in the Palearctic (n = 11, 40.7%). To

effectively conserve bat populations in cultivated landscapes, it is crucial

to comprehend how these respond to the composition and

arrangement of the surrounding landscape (Park, 2015; Williams-

Guillén et al., 2016; McFadden and Dirzo, 2018). However, our

knowledge about bat responses to landscape variables may be region-

specific and not broadly applicable to other regions. Lastly, studies that

compare landscapes include comparisons (i) between some agricultural

systems and natural/semi-natural area (n = 5, 35.7%) or (ii) other land

uses (n = 4, 28.6%), (iii) between types of agricultural systems (n = 3,

21.4%), (iv) presence or amount of area natural/semi-natural (n = 3,

21.4%), and (v) landscape management (n = 1, 7.1%).
6.3 Predictors on more than one scale

Predictors such as abiotic variables (n = 26, 8.4%), presence/

number of insects (n = 12, 3.9%) and agricultural system
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management approaches (n = 47, 15.2%) were occasionally

studied in more than one scale (Supplementary Table 3). Abiotic

variables can affect bat responses to agricultural systems (Cisneros

et al., 2015; Heim et al., 2016; Shapiro et al., 2020). In cultivated

landscapes in the Neotropics, for example, bats may respond

positively to forest patch size in the dry season and have no

relationship with this variable in the wet season (Cisneros et al.,

2015). In the Afrotropic, insectivores respond more strongly to

landscape metrics in the dry season, while in the wet season they

respond more strongly to local metrics (Shapiro et al., 2020). To

better understand the response of bats to agricultural systems, it is

important to analyse how abiotic variables interact with other

factors in both the agriculture system and the surrounding

landscape. Of the few studies that have evaluated the effect of

insect abundance or availability on bats, all have done so at the local

scale (n = 12), with only one study also evaluating it at the landscape

level. Understanding food availability is of utmost importance in

agricultural systems and cultivated landscapes, as it plays a vital role

in determining the presence of bats in these areas. This includes

investigating whether the required food resources are found within

the agricultural system itself or in nearby habitats (Park, 2015;

Meyer et al., 2016; Williams-Guillén et al., 2016). In addition to

these studies, three others evaluated food availability as a response

variable (descriptors). In all cases, the amount of fruit or plants

potentially consumed by bats was estimated. Another predictor

assessed at more than one scale was management. Management is

essential to mitigate the impacts of agricultural systems on bats

(Park, 2015; Williams-Guillén et al., 2016; McFadden and Dirzo,

2018), and can be evaluated and cultivated at different scales. For

instance, both plantations with less intensive uses and landscapes

that preserve potential habitats for bats while maintaining

connectivity between them, hold the potential to conserve bat

populations, even in the presence of agricultural systems (Park,

2015; Meyer et al., 2016). However, these studies were concentrated

in the Palearctic (n = 23, 48.9%) and Neotropical (n = 15,

31.9%) regions.
7 Biological descriptors

The biological descriptors used in the selected studies were

grouped into 22 categories (Figure 5; Supplementary Table 3). The

most used descriptor was biodiversity (n = 192, 62.1%), with most

studies being carried out in the Neotropical (n = 65, 33.9%) and

Palearctic (n = 54, 28.1%). Of these studies that assess biodiversity,

82.8% (n = 159) assessed the biodiversity of bat communities and

guilds (Figure 6), with the other studies assessing the abundance of a

species. All studies that used biodiversity to describe guilds and

communities explored the taxonomic dimension, while the

phylogenetic and functional dimensions of biodiversity were

addressed in four studies (2.5%) each. However, among the

studies that use taxonomic descriptors, 35.2% (n = 56) estimated

these descriptors for a guild and 5.7% (n = 9) aimed to study one or

more families of Chiroptera. Thus, 135 studies (84.9%) aimed to

assess the taxonomic biodiversity of all bats recorded in the studied

area. The indices used to assess biodiversity are important tools for
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comparing habitats and, thus, assessing the effect of disturbances,

such as the replacement of natural habitat by agricultural systems.

However, it is important to note that these indices may only capture

part of the changes occurring in communities, particularly when

solely relying on taxonomic approaches (Pellens and Grandcolas,

2016; Moreno et al., 2018; Peixoto et al., 2018; Presley et al., 2018).

Species will play different ecological functions in a habitat, but when

there is some redundancy, the loss of a species may not necessarily

lead to the loss of a function (Fonseca and Ganade, 2001; Blakey

et al., 2019). Furthermore, species’ responses to environmental

factors may be driven by their functional traits and/or

evolutionary histories (Pellens and Grandcolas, 2016; Presley

et al., 2018; Blakey et al., 2019). Thus, functional and

phylogenetic studies can add valuable information about the

consequences of converting a natural habitat to an agricultural
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systems or about the presence of these agricultural systems in

landscapes. For example, Carvalho et al. (2020) described that

while taxonomic and functional diversity is lower in acacia

plantations than in forest patches, phylogenetic diversity is

similar. In Olivier et al. (2020), phylogenetic diversity was found

to respond negatively to the amount of agriculture in the landscape,

but taxonomic diversity is unaffected. Additionally, most studies

that used biodiversity to describe guilds and communities,

employed a-diversity descriptors (n = 157, 98.7%), whereas b-
diversity was less frequently utilized (n = 37, 23.3%). While a-
diversity measures are crucial for understanding local biodiversity

patterns, it is equally important to investigate how species

composition, as described by b-diversity and its components

(turnover or species replacement and nestedness or richness

diference), is affected by agricultural ecosystems. For example,

Alpıźar et al. (2019) showed that taxonomic diversity was similar

between pineapple cultivation and forests, but community

composition differed between these habitats. The same pattern

was observed by Olimpi and Philpott (2018) when comparing

forest fragments with organic and conventional agriculture. We

highlight that such investigations are essential for identifying

conservation strategies for fauna in cultivated landscapes

(Cardoso et al., 2014; Socolar et al., 2016).

We found that 20 biodiversity descriptors were used to describe

bat communities and guilds (Figure 6). Of these, abundance was the

most used (n = 130, 81.8%), followed by taxonomic richness (n = 98,

61.6%). Thus, many quantitative reviews use only these descriptors

to assess disturbance effects on bat communities, at best, evaluating

guilds separately (e.g., Cunto and Bernard, 2012; Garcıá-Morales

et al., 2013; Williams-Guillén et al., 2016; Carballo-Morales et al.,

2021). Abundance and taxonomic richness may show opposite

trends when compared to other biodiversity indices. For example,

Dawson et al. (2012) did not find a difference in abundance and

taxonomic richness when comparing primary forests to plantations

but found a decrease in taxonomic diversity in plantations. The

scarcity of studies using other indices limits our understanding of

how plantations affect bats. This gap in knowledge includes large-

scale comparisons and meta-analyses, due to the limited

information provided by existing studies.

The second most used biological descriptor was bats activity

(n = 110, 35.6%; Figure 5; Supplementary Table 3). However, most

studies (n = 105, 94.5%) used activity as a proxy for abundance.

Thus, analyzes such as changes in the duration and peak of activity

and social activity received less attention (n = 5, 8.2%). In addition

to these few behavioral studies on bat activity, bat behavior has been

evaluated in foraging studies (n = 86, 27.8%), habitat selection (n =

40, 12.9%), roosts selection (n = 27, 8.7%) and home range (n = 9,

2.9%), of which only the last was little represented. While we found

several aspects of bat behavior to be well-studied, it is important to

note that most of these studies were conducted in the Palearctic

region (Supplementary Table 3). Therefore, future studies focusing

on these topics should be conducted in regions other than the

Palearctic, to gain a comprehensive understanding of bat behavior

in different environments.

Out of the 45 studies (14.6%; Supplementary Table 3) that

investigated the ecological services provided by bats, 33 focused on
FIGURE 6

Distribution of studies published worldwide in which bats were
sampled in agricultural systems or that assess the effect of these
agricultural systems on bats, according to the biodiversity
descriptors used in these studies.
FIGURE 5

Distribution of studies published worldwide in which bats were
sampled in agricultural systems or that assess the effect of these
agricultural systems on bats, according to the biological descriptors
used in these studies.
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pest control/suppression, nine on pollination, three on seed

dispersal, and one on litter decomposition. However, it is possible

that our review was not able to locate all studies on this topic, as

some may not mention the agricultural systems themselves. For

example, despite the fact that seed dispersal is often cited as one of

the most important and more studied ecosystem services provided

by bats, according to recent studies that do not focus on agricultural

systems (Castillo-Figueroa, 2020; Regolin et al., 2020), our analysis

revealed that it was one of the least studied services among the

studies reviewed. However, other comprehensive reviews, such as

Ramıŕez-Fráncel et al. (2022), found that most ecosystem services

studies aim to study pest suppression, and other ecosystem services,

such as seed dispersal, are less studied. Eight studies assigned

monetary value to the service provided, of which six of them

dealt with pest control and two with pollination. Although

challenging, it is essential to value the benefits of bats to

ecosystem functioning, and ultimately to humans, in order to

raise awareness about their importance and ensure their

protection and conservation (Kunz et al., 2011; Boyles et al.,

2013). We recommend further efforts to investigate the impact of

agricultural systems on ecological services beyond agricultural pest

control/suppression, as well as to improve the quantification of the

monetary value of these services.

Few studies used trophic guilds (n = 3) or other guilds (n = 10)

as biological descriptors (Supplementary Table 3). Those which did,

evaluated the changes in composition or proportion of functional

(n =3) and trophic guild (n = 10) characteristics. The functional

traits used in these cases were: morphological aspects (n = 8),

mainly from the bat wings (n = 7); echolocation parameters (n = 4);

body mass (n = 3); fertility (n = 2); growth rate (n = 2);

specialization in habitat use (n = 1); and diet specialization (n =

1). However, as already discussed, many studies used these guilds as

focal taxa, analyzing them with abundance and taxonomic

descriptors, and, thus, the guilds ended up being extensively

explored in the studies selected here.

Contamination of bats by pesticides has received little attention

(n = 5, 1.6%; Supplementary Table 3). However, it is possible that

our review was not able to locate all studies on this topic, as some

may not mention the agricultural systems themselves. Oliveira et al.

(2021), identified 28 recent studies on the contamination of bats by

pesticides, indicating a higher number compared to our study,

although the total number of studies remains small considering

the importance of this topic. Contamination studies were the only

ones to consider physiological responses. These studies, along with

those the assessment of the presence and prevalence of ectoparasites

(n = 2, 0.6%), were the sole investigations that encompassed the

assessment of potential diseases affecting bats within agricultural

systems or cultivated landscapes. No other diseases or cases of

zoonoses were evaluated in the studies selected. Sex ratio or other

issues related to reproduction were also little studied (n = 4, 1.3%).

In addition to these, four other studies (on home range, diet

composition and diversity, and roost characteristics) considered

the gender of the studied individuals. Apart from studies that assess

the abundance of a single species, populations were analyzed in only

a few studies (two studies on population dynamics, one on

inbreeding, one on conspecific encounter, one on differentiation
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and genetic diversity, and one on allelic richness). Apart from these

few population studies, none other used genetic descriptors

(Supplementary Table 3).
8 Mitigation proposals

Mitigation proposals were made in 205 studies (66.3%), and

these were categorized into 16 types (Figure 7; Supplementary

Table 3). The measure proposed more often in the selected

studies was the conservation or restoration of natural, semi-

natural, or potential areas for bats in cultivated landscapes (n =

122, 59.5%) These studies refer mainly to forested habitats, but

wetlands, karstic areas and savannas are also cited. Natural forested

habitats vary from continuous and well-preserved forests, with the

potential to maintain the original bat community, to riparian forests

and forest fragments that can function as corridors and promote

connectivity (Yoshikura et al., 2011; Akasaka et al., 2012; Toffoli and

Rughetti, 2020). The preservation or restoration of secondary

forests have also been suggested to provide resources for some

less sensitive bat species (Louzada et al., 2010; Ervis et al., 2021). The

second most cited measure was less intensive management (n = 85,

41.5%). These studies mention “friendly” agriculture, agroforestry,

organic agriculture, traditional agriculture, polyculture, fallow

practices, shaded plantations, presence of trees, presence of forest

characteristics, maintenance or clearance of the understory in forest

plantations, decrease and regulation of pesticide use, and increased

heterogeneity and structural complexity of plantations (e.g., Fuller

et al., 2005; Faria et al., 2006; Dietz et al., 2013). These measures are

intended to make these environments less hostile for bats,

increasing their roosting and foraging potential and facilitating

displacement between adjacent habitats (Law and Chidel, 2006;

Cortes-Delgado and Sosa, 2014; Rodrı ́guez-San Pedro and

Simonetti, 2015; Fill et al., 2021). In third place, studies propose

that increasing or maintaining connectivity is an important

measure to mitigate the presence of agricultural systems in

landscapes (n = 60, 29.3%). These studies propose that the

presence of riparian forests, forest fragments, trees in plantations,
FIGURE 7

Distribution of studies published worldwide in which bats were
sampled in agricultural systems or that assess the effect of these
agricultural systems on bats, according to the proposals for
mitigating the consequences of agricultural systems for bats.
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networks of water bodies and the presence of linear elements (e.g.,

living fences) can promote connectivity (Davy et al., 2007; Akasaka

et al., 2012; Heer et al., 2015; Heim et al., 2016). In addition to the

aforementioned recommendations, several studies emphasize the

importance of increasing roost availability (n = 41, 20.0%), both

artificial and natural, as well as protecting and restoring foraging

areas (n = 26, 12.7%). To achieve this, it may be necessary to

maintain natural or semi-natural areas that have the potential to

support bat populations, promote less intensive land management

practices, utilize artificial roosts, and increase connectivity to ensure

that bats can access roosts and food resources within cultivated

landscapes (Koschnicke et al., 2010; Wordley et al., 2017).

Restoration of water bodies (n = 21, 10.2%) to maintain

connectivity and foraging areas, and other landscape-scale

management, such as preserving heterogeneity (n = 24, 11.7%)

and original landscape structure (n = 2, 1.0%) were also mentioned.

Some studies also proposed other mitigations, such as preserving

the quality of remaining natural habitats (n = 2, 1.0%), using

degraded areas for planting (n = 3, 1.5%), prohibiting bat hunting

(n = 4, 2.0%), and avoiding large-scale planting (n = 6, 2.9%).

Some studies also mentioned the importance of implementing

policies and regulations (n = 36, 17.6%). In most cases, the measures

aim to create actions that satisfy both producers and bat

conservation efforts simultaneously. Among these, include the

promotion of environmental education to highlight the

importance of bats in providing ecological services, incorporating

local and ecological scientific knowledge in mitigation measures,

and fostering collaboration between scientists, legislators, and

producers. Furthermore, financial incentives were also proposed

that add value to sustainable products pollinated or dispersed by

bats, which can benefit everyone, including small producers.

Additionally, other actions were suggested, like involving local

residents in inspections, promoting ecotourism, and exploring

technologies to reduce conflicts between humans and bats (e.g.,

using protection nets in fruit production). Finally, some studies

recommended funding research focused on developing effective

mitigation measures (MacDonald et al., 2018; Sheherazade et al.,

2019; Sow et al., 2020; Oleksy et al., 2021).
9 Summary and conclusion

Our review resulted in a considerable number of studies (n = 309)

related with bats and agricultural systems. These studies revealed an

uneven distribution of knowledge across global regions, with a

predominant focus on the Palearctic and Neotropical regions. This

highlights the need to direct more resources on other geographical

regions. Specifically, we recommend prioritizing the Indo-Malaysia

and Afrotropic regions. These areas have received limited attention in

previous studies, and they are critical regions for bat conservation. To

understand how bats are affected by agricultural systems, we need

filling this and others knowledge gaps that we identified here, such as

the groups of bats studied, and the methods applied for data collection.

For example, although most studies aimed to assess the bat

community, few have combined sampling methods that allows

knowing the whole community, which has biased results towards
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certain groups (e.g., insectivorous bats, phyllostomid bats). Combining

samplingmethods is important for a more comprehensive sampling of

these bat communities. Complementary methods are more often

needed in regions where bats that fly high and/or have efficient

echolocation to perceive interception traps (e.g., mist nets) coexist

with bats that do not echolocate or do not have enough variation in

echolocation to be identified by acoustic recordings. Another critical

aspect that can impact our comprehension of the effects of commercial

plantations is the type of descriptors used. Most studies rely on

taxonomic biodiversity as the primary descriptor, with a particular

emphasis on abundance and taxonomic richness. However, there is a

need to explore other biodiversity dimensions, such as phylogenetic

and functional diversity, and b-diversity. Furthermore, it is worth

noting that relying solely on abundance and taxonomic richness can

lead to incomplete interpretations, as these indices can show opposing

trends when compared to other biodiversity indices. Therefore, we

highly recommend utilizing multiple biodiversity indices to gain a

more holistic understanding of the effects of agricultural systems on

bat populations.

Our analysis uncovered several other significant gaps in current

research on the effects of agricultural systems on bat populations. For

instance, few studies have examined how the presence or number of

trophic resources, or the influence of abiotic factors, impact bats in

agricultural systems. We recommend evaluating these variables,

particularly outside the Palearctic region, where these studies are

most often performed. Additionally, we found that studies that

investigated contamination, disease, and other physiological

responses, as well as those that assessed sex ratio, reproduction, and

genetic diversity, were severely lacking. Only less than 10 studies have

focused on these crucial factors. While many studies focused on a

single bat species, most primarily aimed to understand bat abundance

response, other critical population parameters such as population

dynamics, inbreeding, and conspecific encounter have often been

overlooked. Therefore, we urge researchers to broaden their focus and

explore these important population parameters. Furthermore,

although there is a balanced number of studies using different scales

(except for those that make comparisons between landscapes), studies

at the landscape scale are concentrated in the Palearctic region. Thus,

in addition to the need for more studies at all scales outside the

Palearctic and Neotropical regions, it is necessary to concentrate

efforts on landscape-scale studies in the Neotropical region. Our

analysis suggests that the optimal scale size in landscape studies

depends on the home range of the bats under investigation. As

such, we recommend that greater efforts be made to understand this

parameter, for instance, by using telemetry studies. In the absence of

such data, we believe that studies that utilize multiple scale sizes or

make comparisons between different landscapes can provide a more

comprehensive understanding of bats in cultivated landscapes.

We also found gaps in the type of agricultural systems studied.

There are still few studies that assess the consequences that forest

plantations that require the cutting of trees have on bats, in all

regions. These type of plantations may have different impacts from

other agricultural systems (grassland-cropland systems and forest

that do not require cutting) on bat communities, as they are subject to

cyclical changes in their structure; we recommend further studies in

these type of agricultural systems. Furthermore, predominantly non-
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forested biomes (e.g., African and South American savannas), as well

as non-forested habitats (e.g., flooded and natural fields), have been

understudied compared to forested ones. The most frequently

proposed mitigation measure in the selected studies was the

conservation or restoration of natural, semi-natural, or potential

bat habitats in cultivated landscapes. Therefore, understanding

what these potential habitats are and how they benefit bats in

agricultural systems will help to outline strategies for the

conservation of these organisms. This reinforces the importance of

studies that evaluate natural non-forest habitats as well as forest ones.

Non-forest habitats can influence bat communities by functioning as

complementary habitats for resource and promote movement and

their replacement by agricultural systems can change the dynamics of

these landscapes. In addition, studies of bat behavior, such as those

using telemetry, were more common in the Palearctic region and are

extremely relevant to understand what these potential areas are.

These studies can provide information on home range size,

roosting and foraging habitat selection, dispersal patterns and, in

addition, can help determine the ideal scale size for landscape studies.

The relevance of the conservation or restoration of natural, semi-

natural or potential areas for bats also reinforces the importance of

focusing on studies that considered natural/semi-natural areas (as the

amount and presence of natural/semi-natural areas affects bats in

cultivated landscapes) in regions where these studies are scarce

(outside the Neotropical region). In addition to this landscape

composition variable, studies evaluating the configuration variables

of cultivated landscapes were scarce in all regions. Connectivity and

other landscape configuration variables, such as heterogeneity, were

cited in many studies as mitigating measures. Thus, we reinforce the

importance of studying this landscape parameter. In addition to

conservation or restoration of natural bat habitats, many studies also

proposed less intensive agricultural system management as a

mitigation measure. Therefore, a better understanding of how bats

respond to different types of management, particularly outside the

Palearctic and Neotropics, where these studies are most often

performed, is essential in creating effective strategies for improving

connectivity in these landscapes. This understanding will also enable

the identification of ways to increase roost and food availability

within plantations, thereby making them complementary habitats

for bats.

Raising awareness of the importance of bats is crucial for their

conservation. However, few studies have investigated producers’

perception of bats. Furthermore, the ecological service studies

included in this analysis have predominantly focused on

agricultural pest control/suppression, with limited research

exploring the impact of agricultural systems on other ecological

services provided by bats. Moreover, only a few studies have

attributed a monetary value to these services. Therefore, we

recommend increased efforts to understand the impact of

agricultural systems on ecological services other than pest

control/suppression and to assign economic value to these

services. Finally, conservation policies are vital for the success of

these strategies, as they can promote environmental education, raise

awareness among local populations and producers about the

importance of bats, provide financial incentives to producers for

their conservation efforts, and fund research to fill knowledge gaps.
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In summary, our findings highlight the urgent need for a more

comprehensive understanding of the impact of agricultural

systems on bat conservation, particularly in the Afrotropic and

Indo-Malaysia regions. In addition, future studies should focus on

forest plantations that require cutting, predominantly non-

forested biomes (e.g., African and South American savannas),

and non-forested habitats (e.g., flooded and natural fields). Also,

studies should use a combination of different sampling methods

(e.g., mist net and acoustic recorders), telemetry, and multiple

biodiversity descriptors. Further research is essential to gain a

comprehensive understanding of the impact of trophic resources

and abiotic factors, contamination, disease prevalence,

physiological responses, landscape-scale effects, population

ecology, and the ecological services provided by bats.

Additionally, there is a need to enhance the role of conservation

policies in promoting bat conservation, as well as raise awareness

of their importance among producers and local communities.

Only by filling these gaps and understanding all the factors that

influence bat occurrence and survival in these human impacted

habitats, it becomes possible to develop science-supported and

effective management and conservation strategies, in areas

affected by agricultural systems.
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